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Optimising Your Supply Chain Through Data Visualisation
Introduction
Improving supply chain visibility has been present in the top five supply chain improvement initiatives
for more than a decade. Millions have been spent by software developers to provide solutions as part of
their ERP or Warehouse Management Systems (WMS). Having worked in the supply chain environment
in many industries, for more than a decade has shown that most of these systems do the job that they
have been designed for. However, one of the major challenges when working across industries or where
multiple systems are being used, is the integration of these systems and the modelling of viable business
models.
Furthermore, much work has been done in developing performance management solutions for supply
chains by academics; supply chain organisations such as the Supply Chain Council or APICS; the
Warehousing Education and Research Council (WERC); and others. Again, although they mostly apply
the same principles, they work mostly in parallel. Except for the leaders in industry, most organisations
are also not aware of what is being done out there until they are forced to react due to mediocre
performance or through shareholder or market pressures.
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What we have also found is that, although these initiatives are sometimes classified as strategic
initiatives or approaches, they are very much focussed at the operational levels. They do however stress
that whatever is done in the supply chain needs to be aligned to the organisation’s strategy. This can
easily be accomplished through the integration of the supply chain model into a strategic framework
such as being provided by the Balanced Scorecard (BSC)1.
The challenge therefore for 3PL /4PL companies, supply chain or other large organisations that have
multiple supply chains, warehouses and subsidiaries that operate on different systems, is to manage all
as a total integrated system. It means providing information at various levels within the organisation
from data that is sourced from different systems and business entities.
The information needs to provide strategic insight and provide the means to benchmark the
organisation’s performance against industry leaders. This all needs to be done within the context of the
organisation’s strategy and other reputable models that are available on the market. Also, at any stage,
it is essential that access can be gained to any transactional information, which is an essential input
required for fact-based decision-making.
Figure 1 shows the business
intelligence supply chain
that demonstrates the
journey from data to
insight.
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Figure 2, shows the supply chain roadmap “from data to insight”. To have access to the right supply
chain information, data is normally sourced from various systems in and outside of an organisation.
With regards to the warehouse, the WMS is the primary source of data for warehouse managers and in
most cases, must be integrated with manufacturing, transportation, financial and human resources data
to provide costing and productivity information. For this to work, especially for those who do not
possess an ERP system, organisations develop some form of data warehouse (DW) where this
integration takes place, as is shown in the Translate and Build box shown in Figure 2. However, before
this is being done, it is essential that an integrated business model is developed that aligns the supply
chain management process and systems with the strategy and performance models of the organisation.
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For this discussion, the following three models will be used to demonstrate how an integrated approach
to supply chain visualisation can lead to the optimisation of the total supply chain:
1. The Balanced Scorecard – for strategic alignment
2. The APICS Supply Chain Operations Reference Model (SCOR)2 – for supply chain alignment
3. The Warehouse Education and Research Council’s (WERC)3 model – for warehousing
performance management and benchmarking
4. Once the design has been finalised, the visualisation models can be developed and appropriate
dashboards built in any data visualisation tool.
Along with the data from other systems the structure mentioned above must form the basis and overall
framework for the supply chain design.
3
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MODELS
THE BALANCED SCORECARD – STRATEGIC AND MANAGERIAL
The Balanced Scorecard (BSC) framework was developed by Kaplan and Norton. It is currently one of the
most widely used strategy execution models used in business and has proven its worth to thousands of
organisations.
The traditional Balanced Scorecard (BSC) shown in Figure 3 translates the organisation’s vision, mission,
and strategy into a comprehensive set of performance measures that provide the framework for a
strategic performance measurement and management system. The BSC measures organisational
performance across four balanced perspectives: financial, customers, internal business processes, and
learning and growth. It enables organisations to track financial results, while simultaneously monitoring
progress in building the capabilities and acquiring the intangible assets they need for future growth.

As the name implies, the concept of balance is central to the system. Balance is created in the following
areas:




The measures represent a balance between external measures for stakeholders, such as
customers and shareholders, and internal measures that address critical business processes,
innovation, and learning and growth of employees.
It balances historical accuracy of financial numbers (lag indicators) with the drivers of future
performance (lead indicators), while also assisting organisations in implementing their
differentiating strategies. It therefore balances financial performance measurement with nonfinancial and intangible measures (Enablement/Learning & Growth). This ensures its strategic
characteristic that assures long-term success.
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As is shown in Figure 3 the primary focus of the BSC is not on achieving its financial objectives, but the
realisation of its vision and strategy – vision and strategy is centre to the concept. This means managing
the present in such a way that the future is assured.
Innovative organisations are using the scorecard as a strategic management system, to manage their
strategy over the long run. They are using the measurement focus of the scorecard to accomplish the
following:4








Clarify and gain consensus about strategy
Communicate strategy throughout the organization
Align departmental and personal goals to the strategy
Link strategic objectives to long-term goals to the strategy
Identify and align strategic initiatives
Perform periodic and systematic strategic reviews
Obtain feedback to learn about and improve strategy

In summary, the Balance Scorecard is the ideal strategy implementation tool, whilst the SCOR and WERC
supply chain and warehousing models enable successful implementation and execution within the
strategic framework created by the BSC Strategy without successful implementation is as good as having
no strategy at all.
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APICS SCOR MODEL
Introduction
It is important to define a business taking its current and future states, the “As-Is” and “To-Be” views
into consideration. The strategy addresses the gap and defines the “how”. It is also important to
evaluate the total supply chain starting with the supplier; receipt, warehousing and delivery; the return
process with regards to customers and suppliers; and the after-sales processes. In broad terms,
according to the BSC framework, these processes can be divided into innovation (the future); operations
(current); customer/management support processes (current); and, corporate governance and
environmental management (current).

Operations Process – Introducing SCOR
Where innovation concentrates mostly on the future, the operations process focusses on the present.
Supply Chain Management (SCM) is defined by the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals
(CSCMP) as: "Supply Chain Management encompasses the planning and management of all activities
involved in sourcing and procurement, conversion, and all logistics management activities. Importantly,
it also includes coordination and collaboration with channel partners, which can be suppliers,
intermediaries, third-party service providers, and customers. In essence, supply chain management
integrates supply and demand management within and across companies. Supply Chain Management
isan integrating function with primary responsibility for linking major business functions and business
processes within and across companies into a cohesive and high-performing business model. It includes
all of the logistics management activities noted above, as well as manufacturing operations, and it drives
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coordination of processes and activities with and across marketing, sales, product design, finance and
information technology."5
The Supply Chain Council has developed the Supply Chain Operations Reference model (SCOR©) that is
easy to understand and which is used with success in many organisations6. Figure 4 shows the six SCOR
processes: Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, Return and Enable, with return being returns to source and
returns from the customer.
The SCOR reference model consists of 4 major components:
1. Processes: These are standard descriptions of management processes and process relationships.
2. Performance: This is based on standard metrics to describe process performance and define
strategic goals.
3. Best Practices: These are management practices that produce significant better process
performance.
4. People: This covers standard definitions for skills required to perform supply chain processes.
5
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Processes
SCOR is based on six macro-levels SCOR processes: Plan, Source, Make, Deliver, Return and Enable. Level
2 processes are used to help identify structural issues in the supply chain. They are: Make-to-Stock vs.
Make-to-Order vs. Engineer-to-Order for Source; Make and Deliver processes and Defective vs. MRO vs.
Excess for the Return process. Level 3 processes are process steps that are performed in a certain
sequence to plan supply chain activities, source materials, make products, deliver goods and services
and handle product returns. Level 3 process diagrams will help identify decision points, triggers and
process disconnects.
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Performance
Performance as defined by SCOR consists of Performance Attributes and Metrics. Performance
attributes, i.e. groupings of metrics, are used for strategic direction and cannot be measured. Metrics
measure the ability of a supply chain to achieve these strategic attributes. SCOR evaluates an
organisation at three levels where after the organisation will define the fourth and operational level.
Table 1 shows the score performance attributes and their associated Level 1 metrics.

Practices
Practices consist of best practices that are best described as unique ways to configure a set of processes
(Configuration), unique ways to automate a set of processes (Technology) and/or unique ways to
perform a set of processes (Knowledge) that result in significant better results and are organized as
follows:
1. SCOR - Improving overall supply chain operational performance. These best practices focus on
the Reliability, Responsiveness, Agility, Cost and/or Asset Management Efficiency performance
attributes.
2. GreenSCOR - Improving the environmental footprint of the supply chain.
3. Risk Management - Improving (mitigating) the risks of an undesired event taking place, limiting
the impact of such an event and improving the ability to recover from the event.

People
The People section of SCOR incorporates a standard for describing skills required to perform tasks and
manage processes. Generally, these skills are supply chain specific. Some skills identified may be
applicable outside the supply chain process domain. Skills are described by a standard definition with
association to other People aspects such as: Aptitudes, Experiences, Training and Competency levels.
With regards to the BSC, people related subjects are covered under the Learning and Growth
perspective.
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WAREHOUSE EDUCATION AND RESEARCH COUNCIL (WERC) MODEL
Introduction
Warehousing Education and Research Council (WERC) is the only professional association focused
exclusively on warehouse management and its role in the supply chain. Members are experts from all
facets of the distribution industry who come together to share practical knowledge and professional
expertise to improve individual and industry performance.8
To help warehousing managers — and their C-level bosses — get a more accurate answer, the
Warehousing Education and Research Council (WERC) has produced an annual benchmarking study of
key warehousing and distribution performance metrics for the last 13 years. The resulting report, “DC
Measures,” is released each US Spring.
The gathered benchmarking data is reported using a “quintile” format, which evaluates the data on a
five-point maturity scale. This structuring methodology reflects where respondents are situated with
respect toward having achieved a “best practice” within a given metric. To be considered “best-in-class,”
performance levels must fall within the top 20 percent of all respondents. See Figure 6.
The report shows operations professionals, including directors, managers and supervisors how their
facility’s performance compares to others in the field. The study captures 50 key operational metrics
grouped into seven.
8
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Categories: customer, operational, financial, capacity/quality, employee/safety, perfect order and cashto-cash cycles.
Figure 5 shows the Top 12 most popular measures, ranked by importance, for the years 2015 – 2017. It
is interesting to see how they have changed over the three-year period. It is also interesting to note that
there are no financial measures in the Top12.

9
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VISUALISING THE MODEL
INTRODUCTION
From a supply chain visualisation perspective, and for this paper, the supply chain processes and subprocesses, as depicted in Figure 7 will be used as a structure for this discussion. However, before
addressing the operational side, which is the process shown in Figure 7, visualisation of the BSC, within
the context of the supply chain and the SCOR model, will be demonstrated, and followed by examples
and discussions on some of the operational supply chain processes.
As the subject is visualisation of the supply chain, the remainder of this paper will mostly be visual,
discussing dashboards and their logic within the context of a specific process stage.
The sequence will therefore be as follows, with visual examples and a discussion of each stage:



Strategic and managerial supply chain visualisation within the context of the BSC and SCOR
Managerial and operational supply chain visualisation using WERC and the SCOR frameworks,
covering:
o Supplier delivery performance
o Inbound warehousing processes from receiving until stacked in the warehouse
o Warehouse inventory management
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o
o

Sales order processing within the warehouse from receipt of sales order in warehouse till
ready for shipment
Delivery performance as measured by the customer
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STRATEGIC AND MANAGERIAL SUPPLY CHAIN VISUALISATION WITHIN THE CONTEXT OF THE
BSC AND SCOR

Dashboard Purpose
The purpose of the strategy integration dashboard, shown in Figure 8: Dashboard Integrating BSC and
SCOR, is to provide insight as to how the supply chain strategy, represented by the SCOR model, is linked
to the overall strategy of the organisation, which is represented by the BSC model.
If modelled correctly, this dashboard can be used to drill down from the strategic level to the initiatives or
actions required for execution.

Dashboard Design and Logic
The three views to the left of the dashboard represent three strategic components of the BSC. The top
view shows the four BSC perspectives and the length of the bar provides an indication of the number of
actions required to address the issues that will impact the perspective. In this case, the process perspective
needs a lot of attention, which is expected, as that is where the work is being done. Each perspective has
been allocated a colour that is being used as a legend in the bottom two views.
The second view shows that there are three strategic themes associated with the perspectives. The first
theme is to improve the productivity within the organisation and the colours show that the perspectives
that are addressed by this theme are process and financial, which again makes sense as productivity
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represents the relationship between input and output, in financial terms measured by cost/unit or
number of lines picked per hour by material handler from a people’s perspective.
The third view represents the strategic objectives and the colours indicate the perspectives that they are
associated with. The top three are all associated with the process perspective.
The two views on the right-hand side of the dashboard are components of the SCOR model.
The top view represents the SCOR processes and are sorted from high to low, the same as the BSC views.
As not all activities or issues are associated with SCOR the non-SCOR issues are also shown to ensure that
all are addressed in the model. Colours are assigned to each process that can be used as legend for the
second view.
The second view on the right show the SCOR attributes that are linked to the level one metrics.
Reliability has the most actions assigned to it, which is the primary attribute affecting customer
satisfaction. Its primary or level one measure is Perfect Order Fulfilment
Figure 9 demonstrates the logic, through some strategic questions being asked on how process efficiency
can be improved.
Starting at the top left, filtering on process; then on the strategic theme addressing productivity;
followed by the strategic objective addressing the improvement of efficiency and effectiveness; the
operational supply chain processes and attributes are all shown that are linked to the process
perspective of the BSC.
How does this impact on delivery? Filtering on the process, it can be seen that the reliability must be
addressed through the management of performance and the availability of inventory.
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SUPPLIER PERFECT ORDER FULFILMENT

Dashboard Purpose
This dashboard was developed for an organisation who provides warehouse management facilities and
services to multiple clients.
The purpose of this dashboard is to show supplier delivery performance by warehouse client. Based on
the data available, perfect order fulfilment was calculated only using two level two measures namely:
percentage in- full receipts and percentage on-time receipts. When available, percentage documents
complete and percentage damage free would also be included in the dashboard for the industry-defined
calculation of perfect order fulfilment.
This dashboard is for management use, but can also be shown on the shop floor if required.

Dashboard Design and Logic
At the top of the dashboard, warehouse client names are displayed, but logos can also be used to brand
it further.
The perfect order fulfilment performance is shown below the client names and are circles coloured
according to the WERC maturity model. On the right the legend is displayed (WERC – OTIF Index). For
those clients who prefer dials, this is the type of measure that can also be represented quite effectively
using a dial.
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The OTIF Index is calculate using the results of the two views below it. They are squares, coloured using
the WERC maturity model. Their legends are also displayed on the right-hand side of the dashboard.
The logic is to answer the question “What must our suppliers do to improve, to move to the next maturity
level?” Suppliers can also be categorised using the results of the maturity levels.
The exact same logic and visual representation can be used for Customer
Order Fulfilment from an outbound process perspective.

Receiving Performance
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Dashboard Purpose
Once the orders arrive, they must be processed efficiently and effectively. A strategic measure used is
the Dock-to-Stock cycle time, a measure used by both SCOR and WERC. Another measure is the number
of order lines processed per hour by material handler/FTE. Figure 11, shows handling performance by
material handler per day. The more order lines they handle in an hour will ensure that the dock-to-stock
targets are met. Dock- to-stock is therefore a lag indicator and the number of order lines processed per
hour by material handler/FTE a lead indicator. The lead indicator provides early warning and if
addressed quickly and efficiently, will have a positive effect on the lag indicator, which is normally only
measured or reported on at the end of a reporting period.

Dashboard Design and Logic
This dashboard has two views:
 The summary performance by measure, showing the aggregated results for whatever filter is
applied
 The number of order lines processed/FTE/Hour. This is a combined line/bar chart, with a dual
axis at the top and a line graph where the data points are represented by an image, below it.
The bars in the dual axis line/bar chart show the quantities received and the line graph shows the total
number of order lines processed per day for each warehouse client. Clicking on the colour legend on the
right will highlight the client that it represents.
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The bottom graph shows the number of order lines picked per hour per material handler. It also includes
two reference lines, the first showing the average number of order lines picked and the bottom one, the
WERC benchmark value. The colour intensity shows whether the benchmark has been exceeded or not.
A parameter has been included where the benchmark target can be changed based on the annual
benchmark results published by WERC. No programming is therefore required.

WAREHOUSE INVENTORY MANAGEMENT
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Dashboard Purpose
Inventory management is key to running a successful warehouse, as an organisation’s inventory is a
primary asset that needs to be managed professionally and checked on a regular basis. The inventory
count accuracy by location (bin) dashboard depicted in Figure 12, was developed to show actual bin
count quantities against the quantities as reflected on the warehouse management system. This is
benchmarked using the WERC maturity model.

Dashboard Design and Logic
The information had to be shown by department and a visual representation of the bins in the
warehouse was required, to show immediately where variance had occurred and what the magnitude of
those variances are.
The dashboard contains the following three views:
 Aggregated accuracy percentage by company and department linked to the WERC benchmarking
model – top left.
 A list showing location information such as the number of SKUs, locations and others as shown
on the dashboard.
 A treemap representing the number of bin locations, the quantities in them and the bin count
accuracy, using the WERC model.
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The view showing the aggregated results by department contains easy to read squares, showing the
actual average bin count accuracy. The colours associated with them are linked to the WERC maturity
benchmark levels.
By clicking on a square, all the other views are updated to show the filtered results.
The summary view top-right is self-explanatory and will show the aggregated results for any filtering done
on any of the other views.
The bin status view shows a treemap indicating all the bins associated with this client. The size of each
block (bin) is an indication of the quantity residing in that bin, with the largest quantity at the top left and
the smallest at the bottom right. A colour legend is attached that shows, based on the WERC maturity
model, wat the variances are per bin location. By clicking on the colour legend to the right of the treemap,
the bins associated with that colour are highlighted.
When hovering the mouse over any of the locations, all the information pertaining to that bin is shown on
a tooltip.

Dashboard Purpose
Keeping track of cycle counting can be challenging and it is another part of inventory management that
needs to be managed continuously. The purpose of the dashboard shown in Figure 13 is to do just that
in a visual and easily interpreted manner. This dashboard answers three questions:
1. Has the cycle count been done by location? – Left-hand two views.
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2. Was the cycle count done as planned? – Right-hand two views.
3. Has the cycle count been done by SKU and ABC classification – Right-hand top view.

Dashboard Design and Logic
The top-left two-block treemap, shows the aggregated results of the cycle count. The colour indicates
whether the cycle count was done or not. By clicking on an indicator (square) the other views in the
dashboard will be updated to show specific details by SKU and location.
The bottom left-hand view is represented by a treemap showing the bins, their sizes, as well as whether
they have been cycle counted or not. By clicking on a bin, the other views will be updated to show the
details of that bin.
The right-hand top bar chart view shows an aggregated result by SKU and ABC category. The colours
indicate the cycle count frequency or whether it was done on time or late, or not at all. The same
filtering functionality is embedded as in the other views.
The bottom right treemap shows the results by SKU and the colours indicate the frequency. Filtering on
a SKU will show the bin and other related information on the other views.
Hovering over any of the data points will show a tooltip with more detail for that data point.
An example of filtering on a SKU and the tooltip details is shown in Figure
14.
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NUMBER OF SALES ORDERS PROCESSED YEAR-TO-DATE BY MONTH

Dashboard Purpose
From a managerial perspective it is good to monitor performance over time. Figure 15 shows an example
of such a dashboard. The purpose of such a dashboard is to show progress over time. Looking at a similar
dashboard, daily broken down by hour, is also very beneficial to use at the operational levels. It is also
good to include a target, both monthly and cumulatively, in the case above to show progress against
plan.

Dashboard Design and Logic
The dashboard includes two views. The top view is a
summary of the results by measure and the bottom one is
a combined stack and stacked line graph, showing
cumulative performance/progress.
The stacked bar chart shows monthly progress by
warehouse client, with the colours representing the client.
The stacked line graph below has the same logic but shows
the cumulative results by warehouse client.
The colour legend to the right can also be used to highlight
specific or multiple clients and is applicable to both graphs.
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SALES ORDER PROCESSING: RECEIPT OF ORDER - READY FOR SHIPMENT

Dashboard Purpose
Figure 16 shows a dashboard that displays the aggregated, in-full ready to ship percentage performance
for the year-to-date, month, week and day. The purpose of the dashboard is to show past performance
and to encourage immediate action to improve the situation. When at the highest level of performance,
it must motivate and assist sustaining the performance. More so, it must also encourage healthy
competition within groups. This type of dashboard is simple and good to use at all levels within the
organisation.

Dashboard Design and Logic
The dashboard is a “reaction” dashboard. At the operational levels it is static and should be updated, at
the daily level every few minutes. At the supervisory and managerial levels it should be interactive and
lead to more detailed information so that action can be taken to meet targets.
The colours are linked to the WERC benchmarking maturity model.
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Dashboard Purpose
Figure 17 shows a multiple client warehouse, where a comparative view is required for management. It
can also be used at the operational level, by client, or one against the total population.
The purpose is to clearly communicate in-full, ready to ship performance in an uncomplicated way.
Dashboard Design and Logic
The dashboard consists of two views:
 The top view shows the percentage of orders that were full against partial orders.
 The bottom view shows percentage in-full, ready to ship performance by warehouse client.
The top view makes use of a two-segment pie chart showing full versus partial orders per client. The
colour legend is to the right of the view and is also used as a highlighter.
The bottom view shows, by client the performance percentage pertaining to this measure. The colours
represent the benchmark performance or each client based on the WERC benchmarking model.

This Was Just a Teaser
This whitepaper provides some insight as to what visualisation of the supply chain can accomplish. It
showed that:
 Access to credible data is essential and that moving from data to information rapidly,
would lead to insight sooner. Insight along with action, leads to success, improved client
relationships and profits.
 Through the introduction of the Balanced Scorecard, it was shown that a balanced
approach is required. Financial success is a factor of client satisfaction; which is a result
of efficient and effective operational delivery; executed through capable people and
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functional systems. The WERC study showed that there is not even a financial measure in
the Top 12 supply chain benchmark measures. Financial measures are lag measures,
supply chain measures are lead measures. Executing them efficiently and effectively
leads to financial success.
 The total supply chain must be managed, from sourcing, producing (make), delivering
and reverse logistics (return). This is accomplished through good planning and ensuring
that the enablement elements are all in place. Measurement of performance is a critical
element that must be in place to ensure success in the workplace.
 Measuring and comparing own results against others, help with regards to inventory
movement and management to get processes and practices in place, to move from one
level of maturity to the next. The WERC model, focussing on the warehousing side of the
supply chain (deliver), is a tool that can be used effectively to gauge performance and its
value was demonstrated in many of the dashboards presented in this paper.
 WERC also showed that the measures change from year to year as the market
requirements change continuously. Being part of a benchmarking initiative leads to a
proactive approach to supply chain management. Being forewarned means being
forearmed.
 Finally, the use of visual presentation and management of the supply chain was
demonstrated. Visual analysis provides immediate insight into a situation, which
shortens the time from insight to action considerably, thereby minimising supply chain
risk.
This paper only covered a small part of the supply chain - from delivery from the supplier to being ready
to ship to the customer. The dashboards therefore show the power of visualisation within a small part of
the total supply chain.
Although the processes within a supply chain are reasonably generic, they tend to be very personal in
terms of the type of business or industry that the company is participating in. It is here where modern
day business intelligence can make a vast difference, by applying analytics, measurement and reporting
in a visual and intuitive way. Ease of use provided by modern-day BI tools, along with a self-service
approach to BI, means empowering front-end staff to make informed decisions and supply fact-based
answers to their clients, immediately.
It is now the time to take this as an input and to build your own visual supply chain management model,
linking operations to strategy and comparing how efficient and effective your supply chain is against
others.
The only obstacle you may experience, is the limit of your imagination.
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